What’s New in Presstimator Version 6.1?
After upgrading the entire user-interface in Version 6.0 to take advantage of larger monitor sizes and higher
screen resolutions, the new version migrates the rest of the software to the same technology. Upgraded
modules offer better performance and a better user experience, and a series of new reports provide powerful
summaries for your printing operations. New functionality includes the following:
Total Usage Reports: The Presstimator has always had the ability to report on the Time and Materials needed
for a given Quote/Job. In the new version, the Presstimator includes a variety of Usage reports to detail all of
the materials and time required to produce a set of selected jobs. From the Quote/Job History screen, you can
apply multiple filters to select a set of Quotes/Jobs and then generate a report that totals the time and
materials for that set of jobs. For example, you can create a Total Usage Report for a particular customer for a
certain year, or for a selected plant over a month-long period.

Charts are also created with the Total Usage data to display a graphical view of paper usage, paper waste,
color ink usage and press impressions.

Customer Profit/Trends Analysis Reports: The Presstimator Billing Summary report has been expanded and
improved to include profit information and subtotals by Customer. These reports are generated on selected
Quotes/Jobs to provide an analysis of billing summaries and customer profits (as total dollar amounts and as
percentages). This detailed analysis will provide you with data and charts to see exactly how your business is
trending with various customers. A new chart has been developed that displays the Billing Summary invoice
amounts for a given time period with a cost vs. profit data breakdown for each job.

This Billing Summary – By Customer report will group and subtotal the selected Jobs by the Customer Name
(sorted by Date) to give an overview of how much each customer was billed and what your profits were.

Trending charts illustrate how specific customers have performed over a given time period, based on invoice
amounts (broken down by cost and profit) or by profit percentage.

Invoice Totals by Customer charts give you an overview of the total billing for a given period, broken down by
customer and sorted by total invoice amounts.

With the new Cost & Profit Totals by Customer charts, you can determine which customers are the most
profitable.

Performance: A number of enhancements were made in order to improve the speed performance in certain
areas of the program, especially the Quote and Job History screens.
Geek Speak: All non-user-interface components were converted to .NET in Version 6.1, to complete the
migration started in Version 6.0. All data-access and business-logic components were also updated using the
latest development technology available.

